Just two items. Number 1. Be there in Forum Hall next Monday for the Fran Silvestre lecture at 4.30: [http://fransilvestrearquitectos.com/](http://fransilvestrearquitectos.com/). Number 2. Cover your final projects with love to make your best work to date. Our accreditation visit is next fall and your work is vital.

And of course take time over the next several weeks to exercise, sleep and reflect on how awesome it is to be creating and making things.

Have a great week.

Matthew Knox, AIA
Professor and Head

arch spotlight

**ARCHITECTURE WITHIN TIME, BEYOND IMAGE**

GONÇALO BYRNE

2016/17 KSU Victor L. Ragnier Distinguished Visiting Chair

**Thursday 13 April**

Reception: 6pm | Lecture: 6:30pm

Central Library | 14 W 10th St, KCMO 64105

kcdesigncenter.org

About the Lecture

Buildings have a life of their own, between permanence, transformation, vulnerability and the inhabitant's appropriation. Through a series of recent works, we intend to debate some issues related to the contemporary practice of architecture, namely the different means architecture holds to build different spatial sensations that go beyond the first impact that its
image may cause, but improve people's lives and endure in time. These ideas were carefully developed in the selected works located in contexts where a careful balance between time, heritage and invention was urgent. From intimacy to the public space, architecture tries to find its own temporality.

More information can be found on the [KCDC website](#).

---

**arch_announcements**

Fran Silvestre lecture Monday, April 17 at 4:30 pm in Forum Hall.

[Click the poster to expand.]

**Study Abroad Acceptance Forms Due Date Reminder**

Please submit your Study Abroad Acceptance Forms to Becky O'Donnell in Seaton 212 or by email at bodonnel@ksu.edu by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 14th. It is important to return your form even if you are indicating that you are declining the endorsement in order that we may reach out to those students on the wait list.

If you have any concerns regarding accepting your study abroad offer, please contact Becky or Lynn Ewanow in Seaton 212.

**K-State Book Network: Call for Nominations**

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2018-19 common book. We are looking for books that meet our criteria and fit the theme of "The American Dream" which will focus on books with inspirational stories, examples of the American Dream, and critiques of "American Dream" ideology. The nomination form will close May 12, 2017.

More information can be found [here](#).

---

**arch_opportunities**

Professor Chris Fein is looking for 1 or 2 students to work with him in Kansas City...
APDesign is looking for motivated hard working students to help with our transition into the NEW BUILDING! You will be working with Richard Thompson and Shaun Troyer (shop staff) to help organize, pack, unpack, and prepare our new spaces. A professional moving crew will be hired to do the bulk of the heavy moving.

Full and part time positions are available. For part time we would prefer either mornings or afternoons (4 hour blocks of time), 5 days a week. Working the first half or second half of the summer could also be an option.

If you are interested in working for the college this summer please email Richard Thompson (rht@ksu.edu) for more information.

Internship + Entry Level positions posted on our employment page!
MAY
5  Heintzelman + Kremer | Purple Masque Theatre
8-12 Final exams week
12 Graduate School Commencement at Bramlage Coliseum
13 APDesign Commencement 10:00 am McCain Auditorium